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FUSION REACTOR SAFETY STUDIES - FY 1977

Abstract

This report reviews the technical progress in the fusion

reactor safety studies performed during FY 1977 in the Fusion

Power Program at the Argonne National Laboratory. The subjects

reported on include safety considerations of the vacuum vessel

and first-wall design for the ANL/EPR, the thermal responses of

a tokamak reactor first wall, the vacuum wall electrical resis-

tive requirements in relationship to magnet safety, and a major

effort is reported on considerations and experiments on air

detritiation.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The eventual commercialization of fusion power reactors will require

in-depth safety analyses similar to today's requirements for LWR's and

LMFBR's. It is important that potential safety problems of fusion power

reactors be recognized early so that safety-related criteria can guide the

evolution of design philosophy. Current safety research can impact the

design of experimental reactors such as The Next Step (TNS) and Experimental

Power Reactor (EPR).

The scope of this activity is the identification of potential safety

problems in fusion power reactors, the development of a methodology for the

analysis of safety problems, the development of safety-related design

criteria and the identification of research and development that is re-

quired to assure the safety of fusion reactors. The immediate effort has

concentrated on the ANL/EPR to provide a focus and a degree of specificity

to the studies. Safety problems associated with all major subsystems will

be addressed, with initial emphasis on safety considerations of the vessel

and first-wall design, the thermal responses of the reactor first wall, the

magnet systems and tritium systems.

The technical progress in FY 1977 included safety considerations of

the vacuum vessel and first-wall design for the ANL/EPR, the thermal re-

sponses of tokamak reactor first wall, the vacuum wall electrical resistive

requirements in relationship to magnet safety and a major effort on con-

siderations and experiments on air detritiation.



2.0 VACUUM VESSEL AND FIRST WALL DESIGN IMPACT ON SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Thermal Responses of Tokamak Reactor First Wall

2.1.1 First-Wall Thermal Model

The thermal transients in the ANL/EPR-76 first-wall system were studied

with a modified CINDA-3G code. The modeling and calculational effort was

focused on two major aspects of the system: (a) quasi-steady-state temper-

ature distribution under postulated burn-cycle conditions, and (b) transient

temperature distribution under abnormal operating, conditions, e.g. plasma

dump ca the first wall. Under part (a), two wall configurations were studied:

a bare, water-cooled steel wall and a 1-cm thick graphite first wall (or

liner) that radiates its absorbed energy to a water-cooled steel vacuum

vessel. The peak steel and peak graphite and steel temperatures for the

two cases were determined for a neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m2, a 65-s

burn time and a 30-s dwell time. Similar calculations have been performed

for other values of wall loading and dwell time, as well as for variable

material thermophysical properties.

2.1.2 Plasma Dump Thermal Model

The thermal effects of a plasma quench on the first wall were inves-

tigated. Since deposition of the stored plasma energy might occur over a

very short burst time (e.g. milliseconds) and over less than the full first-

wall area, the potential for material removal by ablation during such a burst

exists. To study this phenomenon, a code developed as a component of a
2

larger LMFBR accident analyses code was appropriately modified and used.

This code treats a section of the first wall in one dimension. The innermost

(i.e. plasma-facing) region is considered an ablation region and is dimen-

sioned sufficiently thick so that some material would remain even if all the

energy were available to ablate the material. The region is t* a subdivided

into as many small subregions as desired. The remainder of the wall is

divided into *;wo equally thick regions. While the model can account for

the heat loss from the wall, the time scale for the burst is so short that,

for practical purposes, a heat sink is ineffective.



Calculations of material ablation were done for both a steel and a

graphite first wall. The heat of ablation (vaporization for steel and sub-

limation for the graphite) was taken as 1,564 and 14,250 cal/gm, respectively.

The results are given in the following section, with the total stored energy

commensurate with an average operating wall loading of 1 MW/m2. The maximum

theoretical material ablation loss (i.e., with instantaneous energy deposition)

is essentially achieved for very small area fractions (e.g. ^ 10%) or very

short description times (e.g. ^ 0.1 ms).

A more detailed description of the studies on the thermal responses of

tokamak reactor first walls follows.

2.1.3 Thermal Responses of Tokamak Reactor First Walls During Cyclic
Plasma Burns

2.1.3.1 Introduction

In addition to extensive radiation damage and bulk heating from high-

energy neutrons, the first wall of a tokamak fusion reactor will be subjected

to high surface heat loads that may affect its integrity. For a tokamak

reactor operating without a divertor, a heat flux equivalent to ^ 25% of the

neutron wall loading will be deposited in the surface regions of the first

wall during a D-T plasma burn. Under normal operation, approximately 60%

of this surface heat flux will be produced by particle transport from the

plasma with the remaining 40% coming from electromagnetic radiation, pri-

marily bremsstrahlung. The absorption and removal of these large surface

heat fluxes pose a major problem in the design of a high-integrity first

wall. In the event of a plasma disruption, essentially all of the thermal

energy in the plasma and a fraction (depending on the electrical conductivity

of the wall) of the stored magnetic energy in the plasma will be deposited

in the surface regions of the first wall. Because of the inherent diffi-

culties in repairing or replacing the first wall, it seems imperative that

the first wall be designed to withstand a moderate number of disruptive

events.

In the present investigation two models have been developed and existing

computer codes have been adapted and used to evaluate the thermal responses

and operating limitations of proposed first-wall concepts under normal (cyclic)



and off-normal (plasma disruption) operation. The first-wall concepts con-

sidered include a forced-circulation-cooled stainless steel wall and a radi-

atively-cooled graphite liner* Appropriate materials property data used for

the calculations have been obtained from the literature. The plasma perfor-

mance and burn-cycle times considered are believed to be attainable in near-
3 4

term experimental power reactors that operate without a divertor. ' Thermally

induced stresses in the first wall are a major concern during normal operation,

whereas the extent of ablation of the first surface is the factor assessed for

off-normal operation. The results obtained permit an evaluation of the rela-

tive merits of forced-circulation-cooled and radiatively-cooled first walls.

2.1.3.2 Model Development

Two models have been developed to analyze the thermal responses of pro-

posed fusion reactor first-wall design concepts. One model considers the

thermal responses of the first walls during cyclic plasma burns of ^ 60 s.

The second model considers the ablation of the wall material in the event of

a plasma disruption. First wall concepts of the type proposed for near-term

experimental power reactors that operate without a divertor have been

1 J 3 ~ 5
analyzed.

First-Wall Geometry. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the forced-

circulation-cooled metal first wall analyzed in the present investigation.

This concept is a general case of the Argonne tokamak Experimental Power

Reactor (EPR) vacuum wall design. It consists of a relatively thin (̂  2 cm)

metal slab with internal channels through which a coolant is circulated to

remove the heat deposited in and on the wall. The first wall may or may not

also serve as the vacuum wall (the vacuum wall and coolant panel are of similar

construction in the Argonne tokamak EPR). In either case it is assumed that

the metal wall provides some structural support and serves as a containment

for the coolant. The coolant channels in this design are parallel to the
4 6front surface. Based on earlier results, * the coolant channels are located

near the plasma-side surface and are closely spaced to minimize thermal gra-

dients in the wall. The modular units of the metal wall are 0.8-cm wide with

the coolant channels covering slightly less than 50% of the equivalent front

surface. The irregular shape of the front face of the metal wall, which
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Water-Cooled Stainless
Steel First-Wall Design Concept.

simulates the panel coil geometry proposed for the first wall, produces only

a minor variation from a smooth wall.

A schematic diagram of the radiatively-cocl^j graphite liner is shown in

Figure 2. The liner is 1-cm thick and completely shields the structural wall

frcm the plasma. The forced-circulation-cooled structural wall in this des gn

is identical to the stainless steel wall described previously. Details of

the liner support and the perturbations on the thermal gradients caused by

the attachment of the liner to the structural wall have not been considered

in the present investigation.

Model for Cyclic Plasma Burn. The CINDA-3G computer code has been

adapted to calculate the thermal transients in the first wall during the

cyclic plasma burn. CINDA-3G is a general-purpose, three-dimensional code

that solves the diffusion equation by finite-difference techniques. It is

extremely flexible in that the user has available more than 100 built-in
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of First-Wall Concept With
Radiatively-Cooled Graphite Liner.

subroutines to accomplish a great variety of calculations. The present

model incorporates: (a) variable surface and bulk energy deposition in the

wall, (b) the heat capacity of the wall material, (c) the heat conductance

of the wall material, (d) thermal radiation for the case of the graphite liner,

and (e) heat transport to the water coolant into the computer code to calculate

the thermal response of the first wall.

Normal operation for the present analysis is a cyclic burn based on the

calculated plasma performance for the Argonne tokamak EPR. ' The reference

burn cycle consists of a 65-s plasma burn followed by a 15-s off-time for

evacuation of the plasma chamber. Figure 3 shows a simplified approximation

of the power response that was derived from a complex power curve developed

by Brooks.8 The neutron power curve is represented by a ramp increase to a

maximum wall loading of 1.6 MW/m2 after 6 s, a ramp decrease to 0.75 MW/m2

after 52 s, and a sharp ramp decrease to zero power at the end of the 65-s

burn. This curve corresponds to an average neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m
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Figure 3. Power Curve for Reference Burn Cycle.

for the duration of the burn. The total neutron power of -v- 400 MW is indicated

on the right-hand axis. The radiation and transport power is taken as 25% of

the instantaneous neutron power.

The neutron energy is assumed to be deposited throughout the stainless

steel wall giving a bulk heating rate that scales directly as the neutron wall

loading. The bulk heating rate corresponding to a 1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading

is 10 W/cm3 for stainless steel. The neutron flux, and hence the energy

deposition, is attenuated exponentially through the stainless steel wall,

according to the results of Abdou. The neutron heating in stainless steel

is reduced to about 80% at the backside of the 2-cm wall. For the case of

the graphite liner, a uniform bulk heating rate of 7 W/cm3 is used for a

1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading.9 No attenuation of the neutron flux is assumed

for the thin graphite liner.

In the present analysis it is assumed that all of the radiation and

transport power is deposited on the surface of the first wall. This is



considered to be a good approximation for the high-Z (atomic number) steel

wall; however, the bremsstrahlung radiation from a high-temperature plasma

will have significant, penetration (hundreds of micrometers) in low-Z materials

such as graphite. Although this is not expected to be a major effect in the

relatively thick monolithic graphite liner, it may have important implications

for thin low-Z coatings such as beryllium. '

For the case of the forced-circulation-cooled metal wall the heat is

simply transferred to the water coolant and transported out of the wall. For

the case of the graphite liner, the energy deposited in the liner is thennally

radiated to the metal structural wall and the heat again removed by the water

coolant.

Model for Plasma Disruption. An existing computer code, which was

developed as a component of a larger Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)

accident analysis code, was appropriately modified and used to determine

the extent of ablation of the first wall that will occur after a plasma dis-

ruption. This one-dimensional code treats the innermost, i.e., plasma side,

region of the first wall as an ablative region. The thickness of this re-

gion is chosen such that some material remains under all conditions considered.

The ablative region is subdivided into a desired number of subregious whereas

the remainder of the wall is subdivided into two larger, equally-sized regions.

Although one can account for heat loss from the wall, the time scale for the

plasma dump is so short that, for practical purposes, a heat sink is ineffec-

tive. The majority of the energy deposited is accounted for by the heat

capacity and the heat of vaporization (or sublimation) of the ablated sub-

regions. Calculations have been made for both a stainless steel and a graphite

first wall. Because the ablated regions are very thin (typically tens of

micrometers) and the response time is very short (milliseconds), transport of

any metal in the liquid form is not considered for the steel. The thin films

are assumed to vaporize or resolidify in very short times. Sublimation of the

graphite wall is assumed.

2.1.3.3 Materials Property Data

The materials property data required for the calculation are summarized

in Table I for stainless steel and graphite. Average handbook values are

used for the densities. The thermal conductivity for stainless steel was



Table I, Materials Properties for Stainless Steel and Graphite

Property Stainless Steel Graphite

Density, g/cm^

Thermal Conductivity, w/m«K

Specific Heat, cal/g«°K

Heat of Vaporization, Kcal/mole

Vaporization Temperature, °K

Emissivity

Neutron Heating, w/cm3

7.9

20a

0.12a

85

1700

—
c

2.0

4,10,40

0.45

171b

2500

0.8
_c

10

11

Average value. See Ref. 11 for temperature dependent value used.

Heat of sublimation for graphite.

Surface heating rate for 1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading.

taken from the temperature dependent equation for unirradiated material.

The thermal conductivity for graphite is sensitive to the type of graphite
12-14

and to neutron radiation. Data for irradiated graphite at elevated

temperatures (> 1000°C) range from 4 to 40 W/m«°K. A mean value of 10 W/m«°K

has been used for the reference case. This value, which is representative

of high grade graphite with 5-10% porosity, is used to account for effects

expected from high helium generation. The specific heats given in the

table are handbook values for the appropriate temperatures, viz., *»» 500°C

for stainless steel and "\» 1000°C for graphite. The heats of vaporization

(sublimation) are taken from thermodynamic tables and the emissivity of

0.8 is typical of many materials. Bulk neutron heating rates have been
9 15

obtained from work of Abdou. '

2.1.3.4 Thermal Response of First Wall

The thermal responses of the stainless steel wall and the graphite liner

are determined for several burn-cycle scenarios and the extent of surface

ablation that results from a plasma disruption is determined for stainless

steel and graphite first wall surfaces.



Response During Cyclic Plasma Burn. Energy -«osition rates derived from

Figure 3 and the materials property data from Table *e incorporated into

the CINDA-3G computer code to determine the thermal responses of the first

walls for cyclic plasma burns. In the present investigation a plane that

intersects the coolant channel has been analyzed. This plane is represented

by the node points 38, 39, 41, 42, 57 and 60 in Figures 1 and 2. Node 38 is

on the plasma-side surface of the steel wall with nodes 39, 41 and 42 located

in the steel wall at the positions indicated. Node 60 is on the plasma-side

surface of the graphite liner and node 57 is on the back-side surface.

Figures 4-6 are plots of the thermal history for the four nodes in the

steel wall during one burn cycle. Figure 4 represents the reference case with

a 1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading and an 80-s cycle time. Figure 5 shows the

effect of increasing the off-cycle time from 15 s for the reference case to

30 s. Figure 6 is for the reference burn cycle but with a 2 MW/m2 neutron

wall loading. In all cases the coolant water temperature is ^ 317°C. Table II

summarizes some of the critical temperatures and AT's in the stainless steel

wall. Although a stress analysis has not yet been conducted, a qualitative

assessment of the thermal stress problem for the various burn-cycle scenarios

can be obtained by comparing the variations in the temperature differences

between nodes 38 and 39 and those between nodes 42 and 41. The longer off-

cycle has very little effect on these temperature variations whereas the

higher wall loading (2 MW/m2) substantially increases the variations in the

thermal gradients.

Figures 7-9 are plots of the thermal history for nodes 57 and 60 in the

graphite liner during one burn cycle. The thermal response of the liner for

the reference burn cycle (1 MW/m2, 80-s cycle) and mean thermal conductivity

for graphite (10 W/m«K) is shown in Figure 7. The effect of extending the

off-time to 30 s (95-s cycle) is also shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the

effect of variations in the thermal conductivity of graphite, and Figure 9

shows the effect of increasing the wall loading to 2 MW/m2. Critical tem-

peratures and temperature differences obtained from this set of curves are

summarized in Table III. The longer off-time slightly reduces the plasma-side

surface temperature of liner and the AT through the liner. The thermal re-

sponse of the liner is strongly dependent on the thermal conductivity of the

10
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Table II. Thermal Responses of Stainless Steel Wall with No Li-

Wall Loading,
Cycle Time,

T (38), °C
max

min

AT (38-39)
max

AT , (38-39)
min

T (42), °C
max
T . (42), °C
min

AT (42-41)
max

AT , (42-41)
min

MW/m2

s

*

, °c

, °c

, °c

1
80

402

321

48

2

428

386

39

23

1
95

398

319

45

1

421

365

37

16

2
80

479

322

87

4

537

454

74

43

Numbers in parenthesis refer to nodes.

12
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Table III. Thermal Responses of Graphite for Different
Burn-Cycle Scenarios

Wall Loading, MW/m2

Cycle Time, s
K (graphite), W/m«°K

Tmax (60)' °C*

Tmin (60)« °C

ATmax (60-57)' °C

ATmin ( 6 0- 5 7>' °C

1
80
10

1545

1334

256

122

1
95
10

1478

1211

236

92

1
80
4

1877

1631

594

406

1
30
40

1371

1202

69

24

2
80
10

2123

1688

516

239

Numbers in parenthesis refer to nodes.

14



graphite for the range of values considered. For the low conductivity

(4 W/m«K), the maximum surface temperature approaches 1880°C, which is

probably unacceptable because of excessive thermal vaporization, and the

maximum AT through the wall is nearly 600°C. This low value of thermal

conductivity may be reached for highly irradiated graphite with its in-

herently high helium generation rates. The results are substantially dif-

ferent when the high thermal conductivity is used. Calculations for the

2 MW/m2 neutron wall loading also give high values for the maximum surface

temperature (2123°C) and the AT through the wall (516°C). This result

indicates that the maximum acceptable neutron wall loading for a radi-

atively cooled graphite liner is substantially less than 2 MW/m2.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the thermal responses for the surface

regions of the forced-circulation-cooled stainless steel wall with and

without the graphite liner. Both the maximum temperature of the steel

surface and the maximum thermal gradient in the surface regions of the

steel wall are significantly decreased by the liner. This indicates that
4

the thermal fatigue problem associated with a stainless steel first wall

would be reduced if a radiatively cooled liner is used. However, the life-

time of the graphite liner relative to that of the steel wall has not been

evaluated for the conditions indicated.

Response after Plasma Disruption. The appropriate materials parameters

have been incorporated into the plasma dump computer code to calculate the

extent of ablation of the first wall in event of a plasma disruption. In

the present calculation both the plasma thermal energy and the stored mag-

netic energy in the plasma, which are about equal, are deposited on the

surface of the first wall during the dump. The time required for the plasma

dump to occur and the wall area upon which the energy is deposited are not

well known and probably vary with types of plasma instability. Therefore,

the extent of ablation of the stainless steel and graphite walls has been

calculated parametrically in terms of the dump time and the effective wall

area over which the energy is deposited. Calculations have been carried out

for an energy dump from a plasma that yields a 1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading.

Thicknesses of the ablated regions as functions of the two parameters are

shown in Figures 11 and 12 for stainless steel and graphite, respectively.
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Table III. Thermal Responses of Graphite for Different
Burn-Cycle Scenarios

Wall Loading, MW/m2

Cycle Time, s
K (graphi te) , W/m«cK

Tmax ( 6 0 ) ' °C*

Tmin ( 6 0 ) ' °C

ATmax ( 6 ° - 5 7 ) » °C

ATmin ( 6 0 " 5 7 ) « °C

1
80
10

1545

1334

256

122

1
95
10

1478

1211

236

92

1
80
4

1877

1631

594

406

1
80
40

1371

1202

69

24

2
80
10

2123

1688

516

239

Numbers in parenthesis refer to nodes.
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graphite for the range of values considered. For the low conductivity

(4 W/m«K), the maximum surface temperature approaches 1880°C, which is

probably unacceptable because of excessive thermal vaporization, and the

maximum AT through the wall is nearly 600°C. This low value of thermal

conductivity may be reached for highly irradiated graphite with its in-

herently high helium generation rates. The results are substantially dif-

ferent when the high thermal conductivity is used. Calculations for the

2 MW/m2 neutron wall loading also give high values for the maximum surface

temperature (2123°C) and the AT through the wall (516°C). This result

indicates that the maximum acceptable neutron wall loading for a radi-

atively cooled graphite liner is substantially less than 2 MW/m2.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the thermal responses for the surface

regions of the fcrced-circulation-cooled stainless steel wall with and

without the graphite liner. Both the maximum temperature of the steel

surface and the maximum thermal gradient in the surface regions of the

steel wall are significantly decreased by the liner. This indicates that

the thermal fatigue problem associated with a stainless steel first wall

would be reduced if a radiatively cooled liner is used. However, the life-

time of the graphite liner relative to that of the steel wall has not been

evaluated for the conditions indicated.

Response after Plasma Disruption. The appropriate materials parameters

have been incorporated into the plasma dump computer code to calculate the

extent of ablation of the first wall in event of a plasma disruption. In

the present calculation both the plasma thermal energy and the stored mag-

netic energy in the plasma, which are about equal, are deposited on the

surface of the first wall dur ng the dump. The time required for the plasma

dump to occur and the wall area upon which the energy is deposited are not

well known and probably vary with types of plasma instability. Therefore,

the extent of ablation of the stainless steel and graphite walls has been

calculated parametrically in terms of the dump time and the effective wall

area over which the energy is deposited. Calculations have been carried out

for an energy dump from a plasma that yields a 1 MW/m2 neutron wall loading.

Thicknesses of the ablated regions as functions of the two parameters are

shown in Figures 11 and 12 for stainless steel and graphite, respectively.
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An instantaneous dump, i.e., zero dump time, does not allow for heat re-

moval from the ablated region and, therefore, gives a maximum ablation

thickness for a particular fractional wall area. For dump times up to

0^1 ms, the thickness of the ablated regions do not differ appreciably

from the instantaneous dump curves. However, the 10 ms curve shows a sub-

stantial decrease in the amount of ablated material.

The fractional area of the first wall over which the plasma energy

is deposited is critical. It is believed that the energy will be de-

posited over a major fraction (> 50%) of the wall area. For the reference

case, i.e., 1.0 ms dump time, less than 50 \m of the steel wall will be

ablated if the plasma energy is deposited over at least 50% of the wall.

It is assumed that the deposition time is short enough and the depth of

the affected region is so small that only vaporization of the steel is

important. Significant transport of metal in the liquid phase is not con-

sidered for the thin regions and short dump times of interest. The ablation

of graphite is generally less than half that of stainless steel for similar
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conditions of dump time and effective wall area. If the plasma energy is

deposited over at least 50% of the wall, the maximum ablated region is less

than 30 ym for graphite.

Since all of the stored magnetic energy will probably not be deposited

on the surface of the first wall, the curves in Figures 11 and 12 are con-

servative. Even so, results of these calculations indicate that first walls

of stainless steel or graphite should withstand a moderate number of plasma

disruptions if the plasma energy is effectively distributed over more than

25% of the reactor wall. This is true even if no credit is taken for re-

deposition of the ablated material, which is expected to occur. Also, an

estimate of the capability of other first-wall materials to withstand plasma

disruptions can be obtained by inserting relevant property data into the

models.

2.1,3.5 Conclusions

The CINDA-3G computer code has been adapted to analyze the thermal

responses and oeprating limitations of two fusion reactor first-wall con-

cepts under normal cyclic plasma burns. The first-wall design concepts

considered are a forced-circulation water-cooled stainless steel panel with

and without a graphite liner. For a reference burn cycle with an average

neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m2 and a coolant temperature of ^ 317°C, the

maximum surface temperature in the steel wall was 402°C and the maximum AT

in the first 0.175 cm of the wall was 48°C. These values increased to 479°C

and 87°C, respectively, for a 2 MW/m2 wall loading. For the reference case

the maximum surface temperature of the graphite liner was 1545°C and the

maximum AT through the 1-cm liner was 256°C. However, these values change

substantially when the thermal conductivity of graphite is varied over the

range of uncertainty, viz., 4-40 W/m»°K for irradiated graphite at > 1000°C.

The surface temperature of the graphite becomes unacceptably high (> 2000°K)

if the lower value of thermal conductivity is used or if the neutron wall

loading is increased to 2 MW/m2 with an average value of 10 W/m«°K for the

conductivity of graphite.

A component of an LMFBR computer code has been modified and adapted

to analyze the ablative behavior of stainless steel and graphite first walls

subjected to a plasma disruption. The thicknesses of ablated regions were
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determined parametrically for the two wall materials in terms of the plasma

dump time and the fraction of the wall area over which the energy was depos-

ited. If the plasma thermal energy and stored magnetic energy are deposited

over more than 50% of the wall, the maximum ablated region is < 70 um for

stainless steel and < 30 pm for graphite. Since it is expected that the

plasma energy will be deposited over a major fraction (> 50%) of the first

wall during a disruption, it is concluded that both \jall materials should

withstand a moderate number of disruptive events.

2.2 Vacuum Wall Electrical Resistance Requirements - Impact on Magnet Safety
Considerations

An important safety consideration is the impact of a sudden plasma quench

on the equilibrium-field (EF) and ohmic-heating (OH) coils. A sudden plasma

quench means a rapid change in the plasma current and, hence, a large change

in the flux field coupling with the poloidal coils. This could yield a high

voltage in the coils as well as a high voltage between different portions of

the blanket and between the blanket and shield, which could result in elec-

trical arcing and destructive damage. One solution would be to have a low

resistance wall so that when the plasma current quenches, the induced cur-

rent in the vacuum wall dies off slowly and only low voltages are generated

in the system. A disadvantage of the low-resistance vacuum wall is during

initiation of a plasma. If a plasma is being established and the wall

resistance is low, a substantial portion of the volt-seconds intended to

aid the initiation of the plasma will be deposited in the vacuum wall. In

this initial study to achieve an optimum resistance in the vacuum wall, the

question of having a finite wall resistance has been examined in terms of

its major implications on both the normal and abnormal operation of a tokamak

reactor and the details are presented in section 2.2.1.

The results of this initial study indicate that a conducting wall will

be tolerable but further design studies are required to achieve an acceptable

initiation-trimming coil system and a vacuum wall that can withstand the

pressure and heat loads following a plasma dump.
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2.2.1 Resistive Requirements for the Vacuum Wall of a Tokamak Fusion
Reactor

2.2.1.1 Introduction

Most conceptual designs of tokamak power reactors have incorporated a

ceramic insulator in the vacuum wall to make the wall electrically non-con-

ducting. The purpose of this "flux breaker", as it is known,is to prevent a

toroidal current from being induced in the wall by the transformer action of

the various poloidal field coils. The flux breaker is typically a small

ceramic strip filling a gap between the otherwise metallic structure of the

wall. The flux breaker is seemingly a small part of the reactor design. If

it is necessary, however, the development of a ceramic member of the vacuum

boundary will require a major effort to find one that can operate successfully

as part of the large toroidal wall envisioned for commercial tokamak reactors.

Such a material will have to be highly resistant to radiation damage at doses

up to at least 10 MW-yr/m2 while being compatible with a coolant and a first

wall whose dimensions change due to thermal cycling and radiation damage.

Thus, there is considerable incentive to assess the consequences of eliminating'

the flux breaker from the design and having a conducting boundary instead. In

this initial study the question of having a finite wall resistance has been

examined in terms of its major implications on both the normal and abnormal

operation of a tokamak reactor. This study has been conducted within the

framework of the ANL-EPR-77 design, although the results should provide

some guidance for future reactors as well. The EPR design referred to is a

5-m major radius tokamak with an aspect ratio of 3.5, and with an equilibrium

plasma current of 7.3 MA. The vacuum chamber is designed to accommodate a

non-circular plasma with a height to width ratio of up to 1.65. The basic

vacuum wall design is shown in Figure 13. It is located about 0.4 m from

the plasma boundary and has an irregular polygon shape made of sixteen sec-

tions, one per TF coil interval. Variations of this design having a range

of resistance values have been used in the analysis.

2.2.1.2 Effect of Conducting Wall on Normal Operation

The presence of a conducting wall will tend to interfere with the current

buildup in the plasma during the startup and will tned to distort the equilib-

rium field supplies by the EF coil. These points have been investigated by
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Figure 13. Basic Vacuum Wall Design

means of the equivalent circuit of the poloidal field coils, the plasma and

the wall shown in Figure 14. The circuit constants pertaining to the plasma

and wall are shown in Figure 14 and were computed by means of a magnetics

code in which the wall was modeled by twelve inductively coupled rings and

the appropriate flux linkages between coils summed to get the single-coil—

equivalent parameters. Coupling terms involving the IT coil have been

treated as a variable. The plasma and wall currents corresponding to

Figure 13 are given by:

dl. dl.
£- (L I )
dt p p' R I

p p

_0H + M -M.
,p dt EF,p dt

(1)

dII
IT,p dt

dIw
w,p dt
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d Iw dI0H dIEF
w dt w w ~ OH,w dt EF,w dt

(2)

- M
dl

IT,w dt w,p dt

Equations (1) and (2) and the equations for the coil currants were solved by

coupling them to a plasma burn cycle code to obtain the complete behavior of

the currents and the plasma during the startup. The burn cycle code solves

profile average, time dependent, particle and energy balance equations for

the constituent plasma particles. It includes models of radiation, transport

and physics relating to the breakdown stage.

The startup of the EPR is accomplished by first establishing currents in

the initiation-trimming (IT) and ohmic-heating (OH) coils by means of small

power supplies (not shown). At the start of the burn cycle a resistor is

connected to the IT coil and a homopolar generator (capacitor) is connected

to the OH coil. The IT coil current decays rapidly, in about 8.0 ms, to

provide a high voltage "blip" across the plasma. This breaks down the plasma

and establishes the initial discharge current. The OH current is reversed

from 0-2 seconds by means of the homopolar generator to induce a large plasma

current. Beam heating is begun at 2 seconds and turned off at 6 s, at which

time the plasma is at ignition. During the startup the current in the EF coil

is raised to keep the plasma in MHD equilibrium as well as to induce a share

of the plasma current. The effect of the conducting first wall on the

initiation of the discharge and on the rest of the startup have been studied

using a range of IT coil parameters and wall resistances.

2.2.1.3 Initiation Stage

For the initiation process, preliminary results indicate that for

geometries similar to the ANL/EPR-77 design, an IT coil system can be built

that is compatible with a conducting first wall. Different geometries of IT

coils have been considered with the aim of minimizing the total stored energy

and flux swing during the IT cycle. The results so far indicate that the

total volt-seconds supplied by the IT coil depend critically on the ratio
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M__ /M__ , the fraction of the IT flux to the plasma that also links the
lT,w lT,p

wall. This dependence is shown in Figure 15 for a value of R • 700 ufi. This

figure shows the individual and total components of the supplied volt-seconds,

at the end of the 8 ms initiation period. These results were found to be

fairly insensitive to the value of R in the range studied, that of 300-900

pf2. Since the stored energy is proportional to the square of the supplied

volt-seconds, it is important to minimize this quantity. This can most

obviously be done by producing an IT coil geometry that ducts the IT flux

through the first wall, however, such a system would be comparatively complex

and might require coils placed between the wall and the inner leg of the TF

coils. Coils in this location would complicate the construction. This prob-

lem is undergoing further study.

10
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Figure 15. Initiation-Trimming Coil Requirements, with a Con-
ducting Wall, as a Function of MTT /M , for an
8-ms Plasma Initiation Period. ' >P
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2.2.1.A Main Startup

For the analysis of the main startup stage a broader range of wall

resistance values were examined. Figure 16 shows the effect of the wall

resistance on the wall current and plasma current during the full i> 6-s

startup. The curve of plasma current versus time corresponding to R = «>

represents the nominal "ideal" startup using a flux breaker. It seems

reasonable to require that the plasma current with a conducting wall should

not deviate appreciably from the "ideal" case. The deviation is significant

for R = 25 yQ but is small for R > 100 pfi.
w w

Another effect of the wall current is to heat the wall, because of I2R

losses. The conducting wall also acts as a load on the OH and EF coils and

so tends to increase their requirements. By the end of startup the resis-

tively dissipated energy in the wall is 9.4 MJ for R = 100 yfi and this

decreases to about 1 MJ for R = 1000 ufl. This range poses no significant
w

problems. The effect on the volt-second requirements of the OH and EF coils

is small for R 5 100 \iQ.
w

PLASMA CURRENT

10
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

TIME, s

Figure 16. Plasma and Wall Currents During the Main Startup Phase
for Different Values of Wall Resistance.
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Another important consideration is the magnitude of the spurious mag-

netic fields, across the plasma region, arising from the induced wall current.

This field was computed using the 12-segment wall model mentioned above. The

normal peak equilibrium field, at the plasma center is 0.53 T. In comparison

the maximum wall induced field is only 0.01 T for R = 100 ufi. The field

becomes even smaller for a higher R . Therefore, the induced field from the

wall should not be a serious problem during the startup. (The effect on the

initiation period where a null region is normally used to create the plasma

may be more serious and needs additional examination.)

After the startup, during the main plasma-burn period (*v> 50 s) s ..he OH

and EF coils are quiescent and so the conducting wall does not affect this

part of the burn cycle. The shutdown period is basically the reverse of the

startup, in terms of the various currents so an acceptable wall resistance

for startup will be acceptable for shutdown.

2.2,1.5 Abnormal Operation - Plasma Dump

A major plasma disruption or "plasma dump" is characterized by a rapid

loss of plasma thermal energy and the subsequent decay of current. Eddy

currents induced in a conducting wall by the decay of plasma current can be

large and will cause pressure loading and heating of the wall. To evaluate

these problems it is important to have a good estimate of the time scale of

the dump. In the present study this estimate was made following the work of

STIX that leads to the prediction that the electron temperature (and current

density) should vary on a time scale

= C a-̂ TfRq +/ Me
D

Figure 17 plots experimental voltage transient times against the formula with

A = 2 q p., C = 0.1 and q = 2.01, where a is the minor radius and p. is the

ion gyroradius, and from this scaling one expects voltage transient pulse

widths of <\i 300 us for the EPR.

A larger number of variables seem to determine the plasma current decay
18—?7

time and a review of published data reveals no obvious pattern; experi-

mentally Alp occurs on a scale of tenths to tens of milliseconds. The
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important thing about this range of current decay times is that it is shorter

than the time constant of the wall, T = L /R , for any feasible value of
' w w w ' }

wall resistance. (For example for R = 500 u£2, T = 1 0 ms.) A worst case
w w

analysis of the wall current induced by a plasma dump can then be made by

treating the OH and EF coils as decoupled from the plasma and wall during the

plasma current decay time. Under these assumptions, Equation (2) reduces to:

dl dl

w dt w,p dt K '

Integrating Equation (4) over the decay time then gives the maximum value of

wall current, for this worse case:

max
w

M
_ w,p

L
w

Tmax
P

max
P

where I Is the value of plasma current prior to the disruption. In other

words the full plasma current is transferred to the wall because of the dump.

2.2.1.6 Pressure in the Vacuum Wall After a Plasma Dump

After the dump, the wall current will interact with the magnetic field

to produce a pressure in the wall. This pressure can be estimated using the

following simple model.

To first order, the distribution of eddy currents induced in the vacuum

wall will be such as to maintain the field unchanged outside the wall. Thus

the field outside B will continue to be the resultant field from the previous

plasma current and the EF coils, while the field B. in the region enclosed by

the wall will be the field from the EF coils alone. The pressure P acting in

the wall will be

= (Bj -

If the wall were everywhere parallel to the magnetic field vector from

the plasma current, the above argument would be correct. Because it is not,
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we attempt to compensate by using only the components of B. and B parallel

to the wall. The resulting pressure distribution in the vacuum wall appears

in Figure 18.

The pressures shown in Figure 18 are acceptable. The highest pressures

are 45 psi, and thus do not appear to introduce any significant design

difficulty.

2.2.1.7 Heating in the Vacuum Wall After a Plasma Dump

The current flowing in the wall, just after a plasma dump, will involve

a stored magnetic energy of 1/2 L I 2 * 135 MJ. The current will decay
W W
L I
W W

resistivelv as L = I X e T w where T is the time after the dump. Ohmic
w w

heating in the wall will, therefore, decay as p" = I 2 R = (imaX)2R e" / Tw.
ll W W W W

Again, this calculation ignores the somewhat beneficial coupling to the OH

and KV coils that will remove some energy magnetically from the wall. The

heating is essentially over in a time t v, 2 T during which time the initial
w

stored magnetic energy is converted into heat. The heating time is much

shorter than the heat diffusion time of any possible wall design. Effectively,

then, the wall will receive and have to survive an impulsive heat load right

after the dump.
2.2.1.8 Engineering of a High-Resistance Wall

The vacuum vessel for a tokamak reactor will, in all likelihood, need to

be constructed in a manner that will facilitate both assembly and disassembly.

Thus, most designs are for a segmented wall of sufficient thickness to with-

stand anticipated normal and off-normal stresses (see Figure 13 for a typical

design). In terms of controlling the resistance of the wall, the designer

has three principal variables at his disposal; the choice of wall material,

the wall thickness (down to some minimum determined by the material's strength),

and the design of the joint between adjacent wall segments.

Three possible classes of metals for use in the construction of a vacuum

wall are the austenitic stainless steels (such as annealed Type 316), the

higher nickel steels (such as Inconel 625) and titanium based alloys (such

as Tl-6 Al-4 V ) . These alloy systems offer resistivities of roughly 100,

135 and 185 u£2-cm at 400°C, respectively, to the designer. Allowable wall
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thicknesses are a function of the strength of the material selected. Rep-

resentative yield strength values for the three classes are 115, 450 and

580 MPa respectively, indicating that thinner walls may be possible if

titanium alloys are used than if stainless steel is employed. Based on

strength and fabrication considerations, minimum thicknesses for designs in

which the vacuum wall is removed from the plasma boundary for the three

possible wall materials would be about 2 centimeters for stainless steel,

1 centimeter for Inconel 625 and 0.5 centimeter for titanium alloys.

Therefore, for designs in which the joint between wall segments does

not. add significantly to the toroidal wall resistance, the maximum resistance

attainable i- about 135 ufi for a stainless steel wall, 365 uft for an Inconel

625 wall and 1000 pfi for a titanium alloy structure. Thus, continuous walls

without high resistance segment joints may be possible if IN 625 or a titanium

alloy is used, but are probably not feasible if stainless steel is employed.

The use of a wall structure that has significant inherent electrical resis-

tance is of great benefit in controlling the temperature rise that occurs in

the wail due to the electrical currents generated by a plasma dump incident.

For example, as discussed above, in the case of the ANL/EPR design, about

135 MJ are expected to be dissipated in the vacuum wall following a plasma

dump. This will cause only a small temperature rise (< 10°C) in a high re-

sistance wall such as could be constructed from titanium alloy due to the

large mass of the wall. However, dissipation of this energy is an important

consideration if the overall wall resistance must be achieved by the incor-

poration of a high resistance joint design.

For example, in the case of a stainless steel wall, to achieve an over-

all wall resistance of 500 uft, roughly 350 ufi must be supplied by the joint

between wall segments. One approach to this design problem would be to coat

the portions of the wall in mechanical contact (see Figure 19) with an in-

sulating material and provide a vacuum seal for the joint by means of a thin

(and therefore resistive) piece of stainless steel that bridges the joint.

An 0.025-cm sheet of 10-cm in width between each of 16 wall segments

could provide the necessary increment in wall resistance. Unfortunately,

the temperature rise in these pieces due to the ohmic heating following a

plasma dump would cause them to fail. A possible solution to this problem,
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that allows the use of a stainless steel wall is the incorporation of graphite

resistors into the joint design. The selection of graphite is based on its

relatively high resistivity (̂  750 pQ-cm) and high temperature capability. A

graphite layer 10-cm wide by 0.2-cm thick is envisioned to be joined mechan-

ically to overlapping portions of the stainless steel wall at each of the 16

joints (see Figure 19). Such an addition would allow an overall wall resis-

tance of ^ 600 uft while restricting the temperature rise in the graphite due

to a plasma dump to about 1000°C, which should be acceptable.

The use of such an approach probably requires the incorporation of a

second vacuum boundary into the design, a precaution that is included in the

ANL/EPR.
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2.2.1.9 Conclusion

The effect of having a conducting vacuum wall, instead of one with a

flux breaker, has been analyzed from a multidisciplinary standpoint. There is

a good indication that a conducting wall will be tolerable. The most serious

problems seem to be in designing an acceptable initiation-trimming coil

system and in designing a vacuum wall that can withstand the pressure and

heat loads following a plasma dump. There appear to be several promising

design approaches for the vacuum wall that can achieve a fairly high resis-

tance and may satisfy the latter constraints. Work is continuing on this

important topic to try to further resolve these questions.
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3.0 AIR DETRIATION CONSIDERATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

A portion of the safety studies effort has been devoted to an under-

standing of the potential effects of various reaction and soaking mechanisms

following sizable accidental tritium releases to large enclosures represent-

ative of projected fusion reactor buildings. The studies have consisted of:

(1) the development of a time-dependent computer model for air detritiation

analysis, (2) setting-up and performing bench-scale experiments to simulate,

at least in part, the conditions anticipated for large enclosures following

a tritium release, and (3) comparison of experimental and computer model

results. The time-dependent computer model examines the effects of various

reaction and soaking mechanisms that could occur in a typically-sized reac-

tor building (̂  105 m 3) following a range of tritium releases (2 to 200 gms).

A parallel experimental test chamber was set up to investigate cleanup char-

acteristics under conditions that can be simulated with the computer code.

The principal value of these empirical studies is that they represent a

medium with which results of actual detritiation experiments can be compared

and correlated and can provide a basis for the conception, design and oper-

ation of meaningful large-scale air detritiation tests. The results indicate

that while the computer analyses suggest only "*> 10~3% of the*- tritium released

to an ambient enclosure should be converted to tritiated water, the bench-

scale experiments gave evidence of conversions to water greater than 1%.

Although the amounts of soaked tritium (both calculated and observed) are

usually only a very small fraction of the total tritium release, the soaked

tritium is significant in that its continuous return to the enclosure extends

the cleanup time beyond the predicted value in the absence of soaking mech-

anisms where rapid detritiation of an enclosure to the recommended radiation

control guideline level (5 pCi/m3 for HTO) is required, there may be some

incentive for venting and flushing of the enclosure towards the end of the

cleanup operation.

3.1 Introduction

The need for large capacity air handling and detritiation systems to
28—^0

service ambient operated fusion reactor buildings is well recognized.
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The cost of 9uch systams should scale roughly linearly with the volumetric

air flow rate which is in turn determined by (1) the permissible length of

time to complete a cleanup operation following the largest conceivable tritium

release to a given enclosure and (2) the overall volume of that enclosure.

Recent fusion reactor design and safety analyses have uncovered at least

two dominant incentives for achieving the shortest possible cleanup times.

Firstly, short cleanup times would permit timely access to the reactor

building when manual maintenance or repair is required, thereby reducing

reactor downtime in most cases. Secondly, the amount of tritium soaked onto

and into the surfaces in the reactor building is expected to increase with

increasing cleanup duration and, as a consequence, the subsequent release

of this "soaked" tritium could further extend the time period required to

reduce the atmospheric tritium concentration to breathable levels.

An appreciable amount of experience has been gained in the design and

construction of 0.5 to 5 m3/s CIO3 to 10k cfm) air detritiation systems
35-37

and some analyses of catalyst performance have been done. What has not

been investigated in any detail is the actual performance of fully integrated

cleanup systems during massive detritiation operations on large enclosures.

In particular the impact of various chemical reaction and soaking mechanisms

on the progress of the cleanup operation is not at all well understood. A

series of studies to evaluate some of these factors was carried out at ANL

during 1977 as part of an on-going fusion reactor safety program. The approach

taken in these studies involved (1) the development of a time dependent com-

puter model to simulate anticipated physical and chemical responses in typical

enclosures following a large tritium release and (2) a series of bench scale

tests with tritium in a relatively small enclosure under conditions that were

intended to emulate a typical reactor building but on a much smaller scale.

The following sections of this paper describe in order (1) the computational

model for cleanup analyses, (2) the results of computer studies of cleanup

operations on conceptual fusion reactor buildings, (3) the methodology for

and results of bench scale tests with the small enclosure, and (4) attempts

to analyze the bench scale data using the computer model.
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3.2 Description of the Computer Model

This section contains a description of the features built into the model

that was developed to simulate hypothetical air-detritiation scenarios under

conditions anticipated in near-term fusion reactor containment buildings.

The logic of the resulting code (TSOAK) is based largely on (1) correlations

of existing experimental data for pertinent chemical and physical processes

involving trltiated species with the type of phenomena likely to occur in a

large enclosure, (2) derivation of a set of time dependent simultaneous

equations to describe the cleanup operation, and (3) selection of an effi-

cient algorithm to solve the resulting set of equations. The steps built

into the code are summarized below:

Cleanup Operation: The principal pathway for removal of tritium-bear-

ing species from a reactor building atmosphere following an accidental re-

lease should be the cleanup operation itself. Here it is assumed that the

air in a room of volume V is circulated through a detritiation system at a

volumetric flow rate Q and that the efficiency of the detritiation system for

removal of tritium-containing compounds in the air (regardless of their

chemical form) is E. The rate of reduction in the concentration of any

species, N., with time, t, by this mechanism is, therefore, given by

(5)

i.e., A = ̂  (6)

Reaction of T? with H?0 and 0?: There is ample evidence to support

the assumption that T2 released to an atmosphere containing an appreciable

amount of oxygen and moisture will react with the 0 2 and H2O to form HTO,

and HT. Several studies have addressed not only the rates of these

reactions, but the effects of catalyzing media as well. More recently,
29 35

Galloway ' analyzed much of the data from these earlier studies and de-

rived an empirical formalism which relates the amount of tritiated water

formed to the size of the initial tritium release and time. This formalism

also takes account of the anticipated radiation environment in typical fusion
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reactor buildings and, therefore, is well suited to the analytical model de-

scribed herein. The empirical relationship derived by Galloway is given by

N T 0 = N [l-exp(-RNt)] (7)

where N is the concentration of tritiated water (HTO or T 2 0 ) , N is the

total tritium concentration, and R is the reaction rate constant. Values

of R computed by Galloway for humid and dry air are given in Table IV in

units that are consistent with the model described in this paper.

Table IV. Summary of Reaction Rate Data for the Oxidation of
Molecular Tritium to Water in Moist and Dry Air.

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Condition

Glass

Glass

Glass

Glass

Glass

Glass

Bulb

Bulb

Bulb

Bulb

Bulb

Bulb

Inert Atmosphere

Derived from

- No Catalyst

- No Catalyst

- Brass

- Aluminum

- Steel

- Platinum

(Helium)

Literature Data

Reaction Rate, R o
(m3/uCi'min)

Dry

1.0

9.3

1.0

6.5

7.0

4.0

1.0

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

Air

io-»
10-15

10-14

io-11*

10-14

10-13

i t ) - "

4

1

1

1

1

2

4

Moist

.8 x

.4 x

.6 x

.0 x

.4 x

.5 x

.8 x

r 2C

Air

IO-1*

10-12

10-13

10-12

10-n
10-14

lo-i-

Reference

Casaletto, et al

Eakins and
Hutchinson

II n

II II

II II

II II

Yang and
Gevantman

Galloway

Galloway has noted a factor of 10 3 discrepancy in his published values
due to an error in changing units.

In order to develop a rate expression for the formation of tritiated

water, it is necessary to differentiate equation (7) with respect to time,

keeping in mind that N is also time dependent. This differentiation gives

'8N,
TO = G (8)
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where

G = [l-exp(-RNt) + RNtexp(-RNt)]|7 + RtPexpC-RNt) (9)
0 t

As an alternative to equation (8) the model also has built into it a
Op

more simplified expression based on the data of Eakins and Hutchinson for

comparison purposes. Their data were obtained in experimental assemblies

with surface area to volume ratios considerably greater than the anticipated

ratio for fusion reactor buildings, i.e., <v 0.1 m2/m3. [The data of Eakins

and Hutchinson are included among the sets of data used by Galloway to de-

rive equation (7) .] Results obtained in the absence of and presence of

catalyzing surfaces (e.g., stainless steel, aluminum, brass, and others)

were fit to an equation wherein the rate of reaction of T2 with O2 and H2O

was taken to be proportional to both the total residual tritium concentration

(including all species) and the residual T2 concentration. Presumably this

expression accounts for a reaction that is first order in T2 concentration

but is accelerated by the decay radiation environment resulting from all the

tritium that is present. The rate of production of HT and HTO in humid air

is, therefore, represented by

where 2C is equal to the rate constant taken from the data of Eakins and

Hutchinson. In accord with their findings it was assumed that in humid

air the T2 + H 2 0 ^ HTO + HT reaction predominates and, therefore,

- ~"T2 '

Accordingly, in dry a i r

/3N,Tm\
(12)

and
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Rate constants from the work of Eakins and Hutchinson that were used

in the present study are summarized in Table TV.

Permeation of T£ and HT into Building Surfaces: The permeation of

molecular tritium species (T,, and HT) into building surfaces is dealt with

in an approximate manner by summing the permeabilities of all structural

surfaces based on an assumed steady-state condition. The aggregate permea-

bility of the enclosure, B, is given by

R = I y AREA (i) *mexPro m/RTmi (14)
V £ THK (I) p

X — X

where AREA(I) and THK(I) are the area and effective thickness of surface (I),

and <f>(I)> Q (I) and T(I) are, respectively, the permeation coefficient, apparent

activation energy, and temperature of material (I). Values of (|>(I) and Q (I)

were taken directly from the literature where for most cases material (I)

was assumed to be stainless steel.

The effective thickness was usually taken to be ^ 1 cm based on a line

of reasoning which suggested that permeation rates obtained with this value

would be close to the achievable rate for a stainless steel building surface

with an ^ 100-X permeation barrier. A more correct way to deal with the

permeation term would be to set up a time dependent non-steady-state diffusion

calculation since steady-state permeation would never be reached in an actual

situation. Because the concentration gradient driving the permeation is

near to infinity immediately after the tritium release (i.e., at t = 0) and

only approaches the steady-state value with time, the steady-state approach

using equation (14) tends to underestimate the initial permeation rate,

(i.e., during the early portions of the cleanup operation) by an indetermi-

nant amount. However, for relatively thin surfaces the actual permeation

rate should approach the steady-state value rather quickly. By using an

effective thickness of 1 cm end the unperturbed permeation parameters for

stainless steel, the resulting permeation scenario corresponds to that for

stainless steel with a 100-X barrier and an actual thickness of 0.01 cm.

Although 0.01 cm is extremely thin for a real situation, it is believed to

represent a reasonable estimate of the average effective thickness over the

duration of the cleanup operation. Because this rather crude method of
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handling the permeation term adds considerable doubt to the permeation re-

lated output, all conclusions drawn from permeation effects studies done

with TSOAK have to be made discriminately.

Following from the above discussion, the rates of change in concentration

of T 2 and HT in the enclosure (N and N ) due to permeation are approxi-

mated by

(15)

= 1 [ N ^ _ s ^ | (16)

where a half-power dependence on ambient concentration (i.e., pressure) is

employed and where the terms S,_ and S are adjustable constants that
12 Hi

permit the inclusion of an effective concentration of tritium in the en-
*

closure surfaces. Values of S_o and Surp are usually selected such that
12 HI

during the early portions of the cleanup analysis IL » S and N » S
12 12 HI til

but near the end of the cleanup operation S > N and S > N _. The net
T2 T2 Hi HI

result of these added terms is to provide some return of permeated tritium

towards the latter stages of enclosure detritiation without grossly affecting

the early permeation rate. Again, the actual values of S and S should
1 c. HI

be determined as a function of time using a non-steady state summing technique.

[ A cursory assessment of the type of algorithm required to treat the entire

permeation term represented by equations (15) and (16) , using non-steady

formalisms, indicated that it could be developed but with significant ex-

tension in required computer time and with little guarantee that the end

result would be any less speculative.]

In dealing with the actual calculations reported further on, it proved

advantageous to arbitrarily set S = 0, since the value of NUT, is always
HT HI

much less than N for pure T 2 releases and because S ^ 0 at t = 0 causes
12 HI

a perturbation in the initial values of Nurr.
nl
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Adsorption and Release of HTO and T?0: The adsorption and release of

tritiated water (referred to hereafter as TO) also had to be treated in a

highly approximate manner. The rate of adsorption of TO was taken to be

proportional to the concentration of TO, NT_, in the enclosure, and the

corresponding proportionality constant, E, was determined by summing the

estimated adsorptivities of the different surfaces in the enclosure as

shown in equation (18)

(17)

E = I a Y(J) AABS(J) (18>
J=l

where a, y(J), and AABS(J) are, respectively, the surface striking rate,

the sticking probability of surface (J) (assumed to be material dependent),

and the area of surface (J). The rate, v, at which molecules strike a
43

surface (according to simple kinetic theory) is given by

v = 3.513 x 1 0 2 2 ^-r-p- (19)
(MT) 1 / Z

where P is the gas pressure in torr, M is the molecular mass in grams, T is

the Kelvin temperature, and the unit for v is molecules/cm2-s. For HTO

(M = 20) at room temperature (T = 300 K) the value of a derived from v is

7.74 x 103 yCi/m2-min/(ijCi of HTO/m3). Evaluation of the sticking proba-

bility, Y ( J ) , for a given molecule on a given surface requires actual measure-

ments under representative conditions. The basis used in this study for the

development of an a*y(J) product value is given below.

By and large the type of data needed for a thorough evaluation of

large enclosures with a heterogeneity of surfaces is simply not available.

To get some idea of the order of magnitude of the sticking probability for
44HTO, use was made of the data of Kornacheva et al. for the adsorption of

water vapor on oxidized and reduced iron at room temperature. Because

their data show that between 10 and 70% relative humidity the amount of

adsorbed water varies by less than a factor of two for various states of

surface oxidation, the effect of surface condition was ignored and the iron
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data were assumed to be representative of steel enclosure surfaces. A mean

value for the quantity of adsorbed H2O at 50% relative humidity is a. 10 *

molecules/m2. This value would correspond to 5 x 105 yCi/m2 of HTO if the

enclosure contained HTO at 50% relative humidity and if the sticking proba-

bilities of HTO and H20 were essentially the same (a seemingly reasonable

assumption). However, the concentration of H20 molecules at 50% relative

humidity in room temperature air is ^ 4 x 10 2 3 molecules/m3, corresponding

to 2 x 10 1 0 yCi of HTO/m3, while the concentration of tritium in a 105 m3

enclosure after a 100 g T 2 release corresponds to only 10
7 pCi of HTO/m3.

It is clear from the above figures that even in an enclosure with a surface

area to volume ratio near 1 m2/m3, the total amount of moisture in the en-

closure atmosphere is many orders of magnitude greater (^ 101* to 10^) than

the amount adsorbed on the walls, and the maximum amount of tritiated water

that could be present in the enclosure following a massive tritium release

is many orders of magnitude less than the total amount of H20 already in the

enclosure. One can conclude from this that the sticking rate [ay(J)]

for HTO molecules at steady-state should be very small and that the amount

of tritiated water adsorbed on the enclosure surfaces at long time should

be only a few ppm of the total adsorbed moisture. However, in the early

stages of a cleanup operation following a sizeable tritium release, the

actual sticking rate could be appreciably greater than the steady-state (or

long time) value, assuming that the building surfaces are initially free of

adsorbed tritium. [Values in the range 10~k to 10~7 were used for the a«v(J)

product in most analysis, based largely on the results presented in Section 3.5.]

The rate at which adsorbed HTO, S , is released from the surface is

programmed into the code as follows

= EN - FS (20)

where F is an adjustable parameter that accounts for the fractional rate of

release of adsorbed HTO from the building surfaces. The release term de-

veloped in this manner is of course quite arbitrary, but it does permit a

real time estimation of the mean rate at which HTO desorption is occurring.

In order to solve equation (20), S is set equal to zero at t = 0 and the

value of S used in the right side of equation (20) is developed from the

preceding time step in the integ;ation.
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Soak Effect and Amount Soaked; The "soak effect", A, and the amount of

tritium soaked, N_, are determined, respectively, by:

A = ( N - N)V (21)

NQ = TQ exp(-At) (22)

• 0.5 tf - sg - 0.5 #

+ ES T 0 - FS T 0 (23)

where T is the instantaneous tritium level at t = 0. The "soak effect"

is essentially the difference between the amount of tritium in the enclosure

under ideal cleanup conditions [i.e., equation (22)] and the amount present

under the influence of soaking mechanisms. The actual value of N as a

function of time is obtained by solving equation (23) together with the

other differential equations.

The Resulting Family of Differential Equations: Following from the

above developed partial differential equations, it is now possible to assemble

a family of interdependent equations which can be solved by digital computer

methods as follows:

• ¥ " NT2 + NT0 + NHT

(25)

d N TD F - F

I T " M T 0 + V NT0 " CNT2 N " G " 7 ST0

^ = A N H T + f N H T 2 ~ C NTa^

+ ENT0 " FST0

dST0
I T " M T0 - FST0 (29)
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G = [l-exp(-RNt) + RNtexp(-RN)] —+ RN2exp(-RNt) (30)

A = (NQ - N) V (31)

Equations (24) through (31) were programmed into a driver subroutine that

was then coupled to an existing differential equation solver package. Details

of the computer code are given in Appendix A of reference 45.

3.3 Application of the Soaking Code to a Typical Reactor Building

In order to evaluate the application of TSOAK to a typical reactor

building, a set or representative parameters were developed based on current

projections for near-term tokamak reactors. ' Results of soaking cal-

culations for a "base case" scenario involving the cleanup of tritium re-

leases in the range 2 to 200 grams to a 1.6 x 105 m3 room by a 5 m3/s

air detritiation system are presented in Table V. Also shown in Table V are

the results obtained by varying selected "base case" parameters. As indicated

in the table, the amount soaked and the cleanup time are most sensitive to

air flow rate. However, inclusion of 20 m2 of cold surface, which is simu-

lated by a sticking probability near unity coupled with a somewhat higher

long-term release coefficient (+ 20 m2 @ < 0°C in Table V), led to the

prediction of a considerably extended cleanup time due to the slow back

release of condensed HTO.

Graphical computer output for the "base case" and the case involving

the simulated cold surface are given in Figures 20 and 21. The two solid

curves in Figure 20a correspond to the ideal cleanup response (lower pla-

teauing curve), and the TSOAK calculated response for the base case (upper

plateauing curve). The plateauing of the cleanup curves (solid lines) in

Figures 20a and 21a results from the inclusion of a 4 yCi/m3 asymptote to

more realistically represent the kinds of terminating effects (due to back-

ground signals) that may be encountered in actual monitoring operations. The

need for this asymptote is more clearly evident from the results reported

in the next two sections. The abrupt termination in the "soak effect" and

"amount soaked" curves in Figure 21a is a result of oscillations that develop

in the differential equation solver when the amount of soaked tritium is

large compared to the amount of tritium remaining in the enclosure atmosphere.
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Table V. Selected Results of Air Cleanup Calculations Using TSOAK

Base Case Parameters:

Building Volume = 1.6 x 10s m3

Process Efficiency » 1.0 (1002)
Air Flow Rate =• 5 m3/s
Building Surface Area => 2 x 101* _m2

Conditions

Base Case

Base Case + Increase Air
Flow Rate by 10-X

Base Case + Increase
Reaction Rate by 100-X

Base Case + Increase
Adsorption Rate iiv
100-X

Base Case + 200 ra2 of
SS at 300°C (Permeation
Test)

Base Case + 200 m2 of SS
at 300°C and BPT = 50 pCi/ra3

(Back Permeation Test)

Base Case + 20 m2 at sO°C

Reaction Rate - 1.5 x
HTO Adsorption Rate » 1.0 x
HTO Release Rate •= 1.0 x

s ? 2 - o iiciy

Release
Size (g)

200
20
2

200
20
2

200
20

(200h
200
20
2

'200
20
2

20

Amount
Soaked (Ci)

6.3 x 10"'
6.8 x 10"*
7.0 x 10"5

7.6 x 10-3

7.7 x 10"5

7.7 x 10-7

6.0 x 10°
3.6 x 10"'
6.5 x 10"3

<5.0 x 101

6.8 x 10"'
6.7 x 10"3

2.1 x 10'
6.U x 10°
2.0 x 10°
2.1 x 101

6.0 x 10°
1.6 x 10°

6.3 x 101

lO-'J m3/uCi-min
10"7/m2-min

Cleanup
Time (hr)

142
125
100

12
10

142
125
100

Tailing
125
100

142
125
100

142
125
100

Tailing

S-,* the average equivalent concentration of tritium in the high-temperature
stainless steel (SS) that ia contributing to back-permeation of tritium into
the building.

3.4 Bench Scale Tests of Air Detritiation

In order to provide a test of the computer model for air detritiation

analysis, a bench scale experiment was set up to simulate, at least in part,

the conditions anticipated for larger enclosures following a tritium release.

The experimental assembly, diagrammed in Figure 22, consisted of an ^ 50-liter

cubical plastic desiccating box with a flat plexiglass door clamped to one

face of the box and sealed by a circumferential rubber gasket. This box

(hereafter referred to as the enclosure) was attached to two separate gas

circulation loops. One loop (monitoring loop) was connected directly to a

flow-through type tritium monitor (Triton Model 955B) having its own internal

circulation pump. The other loop (processing loop) consisted of a flow meter,

an oxidizer bed (Hopcalite) operated at >v» 550°C, a moisture trapping bed
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ATMOSPHERIC CLERNUP RNRLTSIS - CURVES FOR TOTRL
RESIDUAL TRIIIUn, RfiOUNT SDRKEO, AND SOT* EFFECT

TOTflL TRITIUM
SOflK EFFECT -
RMOUNT SCflKED -

TOTRL TRITIUM RELEflSE - 2.00x10 groi»»
ROOM VOLUME - 5.00x10' cu ft
FLOW RRTE - 1.00x10' cfm

10" 101 10' 10'
TIME RFTF.R RELERSE, MINUTES

10'

S"o

RTMOSPHERIC CLERNUP flNRLrSI5 - CURVES FOK SPECIES CONCENTRRTIONS

TOTRL TRITIUM RELEflSE - 2.00x10 grams
ROOM VOLUME - 5.00x10* cu ft
FLOW RRTE - I.OOXIO' cfm

10° 101 10' 101

TIME flFTER RELERSE, MINUTES
10'

Figure 20. Graphical Representation of TSOAK Calculations for a "Base Case"
Scenario of a 20-g T2 Release (see Table V and text). The total
tritium concentration, soak effect and amount soaked as functions
of time are given in Figure 20a. The concentrations of T2, HTO,
and HT as functions of time are given in Figure 20b.
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ATMOSPHERIC CLEflNUP HNflLTSlS - CURVES FOR TOTflL
RESIDUflL TRITIUM, HMOUNT SOWED, flND SOfiK EFFECT

TCTflL TRITIUM
SOflK EFFECT -
flMOUNT SOflKED —

TOTflL TRITIUM RELEflSE - 2.00«I0 grom.
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ROOM VOLUME - 5 .00M0 1 cu f l
FLOW RflTE - 1.00x10' cfm

101 10'
flFTER RELEflSE, MINUTES

10'
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OtC

Figure 21. Graphical Representation of TSOAK Calculations for the "Base Case"
Scenario of a 20-g T2 Release, Modified to Include 20 m

2 of Con-
densing Surface (i.e., at < 0°C). The total tritium concentration,
soak effect, and amount soaked as functions of time are given in
Figure 21a. The concentrations of T , HTO and HT as functions of
time are given in Figure 21b.
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TRITIUM MONITOR

ENCLOSURE

MOLECULAR
SIEVE BED

OXIDIZER BED

FLOW METER

Figure 22. Apparatus for Bench-Scale Air Detritiation Studies.

(#4A molecular sieve) operated on 0°C, and a diaphragm-type circulation pump.

Typical experiments were carried out by (1) injecting enough tritium as T 2

to raise the tritium level in the enclosure to from 1000 to 3000 uCi/m^, (2)

circulating the enclosure atmosphere through the monitoring loop until a

stable tritium signal was achieved, and then (3) starting up circulation

through the processing loop.

To a first order of approximation, a cleanup operation carried out in

the manner described above should proceed with a simple exponential de-

pendence on time as given by equation (22). In actual practice, the un-

certainties in measuring flow rate and enclosure volume (at best a few

percent in each case), coupled with the fact that the efficiency is near

unity, make it diffucult to determine the extent to which equation (22)

is obeyed. This is important because, when the trapping efficiency is only

slightly less than unity, a significant amount of tritiated moisture can be

transported back to the enclosure. The consequences of these uncertainties

should be borne in mind when considering the results described below.
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Figure 23 shows the results of typical detritiation simulations on the

enclosure. The apparent obeyance of equation (22) persists from the starting

point (t = 0, N = 1300 uCi/m3) to an N value roughly 40 times lower, after

which a pronounced tailing of each cleanup curve is observed. In order to

perform the experiments shown in Figure 23, an electrical feed-through was

adapted to the enclosure to permit operation (inside the enclosure) of a

circulation fan and a calrod heated stainless steel plate with ^ 200 cm2

of surface area. As indicated in Figure 23, the curves therein represent re-

sults of cleanup operations performed on the enclosure for various sets of

operating conditions involving the fan and heated plate. Operation of the

fan during detritiation (Case B) seems to enhance the tailing effect, possibly

by accelerating the rate of the reaction/adsorption/release mechanisms in-

volving HT and, more importantly, HTO. Operation of the hot plate at ^ 200°C

together with the fan (Case C) demonstrated only moderately different detrit-

iation characteristics relative to Case B. Although the hot plate might be

expected to cause an increase in the rate of HTO formation, it also raises

the enclosure atmosphere temperature by ^ 20°C, which would tend to reduce

the amount of adsorbed HTO.

During other experiments, like the ones in Figure 23, one or the other,

and in some cases both, of the processing steps (oxidation and water stripping)

were temporarily by-passed. When both processing steps are by-passed at a

point in time after the tailing has begun, the tritium level in the enclosure

usually tends to rise slowly with time, sometimes increasing overall by as

much as 50 to 100%. Further, most of the residual tritium that is present

after tailing has been reached can be removed from the enclosure simply by

reinserting the molecular sieve bed alone. This result implies that, near

the end of the simulated cleanup operation, a large fraction of the tritium

present in the enclosure is in the oxidized form (HTO) — perhaps the result

of incomplete trapping of water by the molecular sieve bed.

3,5 Computer Fitting of the Bench Scale Data

Following the experimental studies described in the preceding section,

an attempt was made to derive reaction rate constants, HTO adsorption co-

efficients, and HTO desorption coefficients for the enclosure cleanup curves

using TSOAK. By properly adjusting these three parameters it was possible
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ENCLOSURE VOLUME = 50 LITERS
CIRCULATION RATE* I LITER/MINUTE

A = FAN OFF, PLATE HEATER OFF
B = FAN ON, PLATE HEATER OFF
C = FAN ON, PLATE HEATER ON

100 200

TIME AFTER START OF CLEANUP, min.

300

Figure 23. Cleanup Curves for Various Operating Modes
with the Small-Scale Air Detritiation
Apparatus.

to obtain exact fits to the experimental curves. The observed cleanup curves

for two experimental cases are compared to the corresponding ideal cleanup

curves in Figure 24. Also shown in the figure are the data points for the

TSOAK fit to the observed curve. (An asymptote of 4 yCi/m3 was used in both

the ideal and TSOAK calculations, and it is this asymptote which causes the

curvature in the ideal curve.)
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TIME AFTER START OF CLEANUP, min.

300

Figure 24. Comparison of Observed Versus Ideal and TSOAK Calculated
Results for Two Air Detritiation Experiments. (Flow
rate - 1 liter/rain., enclosure volume =^50 liters.)

The experiment plotted on the left hand side of Figure 24 was performed

by pulling clean air into the enclosure and exhausting the exit gas to a

fume hood. This experiment, therefore, represents the condition of having a

100% efficient scrubbing system. The experiment plotted on the right hand

side of Figure 24 was performed under identical conditions (release size,

flow rate, etc.) except that the enclosure atmosphere was circulated in a

closed loop through the oxidizer bed and molecular sieve bed. The increased

departure from ideal behavior in the latter case (compared to the once-

through flushing case) is most probably attributable to a less than 100%

HTO scrubbing efficiency of the molecular sieve bed. While on first thought
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this appears to be the result of having an inadequately designed scrubbing

system, it does not take much of a departure from 100% efficiency to create

a sizeably increased apparent HTO production rate in the enclosure, i.e.,

less than 1% reduction in efficiency would be more than adequate to explain the

differences in Figure 24. Table VI lists the TSOAK derived fitting parameters

for the two experiments in Figure 24 and for two other interesting cases as

well. Particularly worthy of note are the substantial increases in all three

parameters when the fan and hot plate are both operating. ..he 400-fold in-

crease in the required reaction rate parameter is considered to be well above

the uncertainties associated with the computer model and with the experiment

itself.

Table VI. Summary of Curve Matching Parameters Obtained from TSOAK Fits to
Enclosure Detritiation Experiments.

Condition

Typical Literature
Data

„ , Fan Off,
Enclosure „, . „ ,

Plate Cool

Fan On,
Enclosure _. „ •,

Plate Cool

_ n Fan On, ,
Enclosure _, _ ' .d

Plate Hot

_, , Once-Through
Enclosure _. , .

Flushing

Reaction Rate
Parameter,a

(m3/uCi-min)

10" -10 lt(

1 x 10~5

5 x 10~5

4 x 10"1*

1 x 10"6

Absorption Rate
Parameter,
(uCi/m2-min)

—

3 x 10"4

2 x \ti~h

5 x 10~5

2 x 10~4

Release Rate
Parameter,

(%/min)

—

3

3

12

3

Reaction Rate = Reaction Rate Parameter x N x N,

Absorption Rate = Absorption Rate Parameter x N,
T2

TO
Release Rate = Release Rate Parameter x S,

Plate heated to 'v. 200°C.
TO
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3.6 Conclusions

Although the results of the soaking studies described above are con-

sidered to be largely of semi-quantitative significance only, several con-

clusions can be drawn from the work carried out to date. These may be stated

summarily as follows: (1) When the relative humidity is greater than a few

percent, the total amount of adsorbed tritiated water is greatly reduced

due to surface swamping by HjO. (2) Exposed elevated temperature metal

surfaces (>_ 200°C) represent a major reaction and soaking pathway. All

thermally hot metal surfaces should be insulated and preferably isolated

from the building atmosphere. (3) Exposed low temperature surfaces (>L 0°C)

are also undesirable. Such surfaces (simulated by using sticking proba-

bilities near unity) need not be large in area to condense large quantities

of tritiated water. (4) For rooms in the range 10** to 10 5 m3 (106 to 107

cu.ft.)> a 50 m3/s (105 cfm) processor is desirable and 0.5 m3/s (103 cfm)

is inadequate. With judicious selection of building materials, surface prepara-

tion procedures, and atmosphere operating parameters, a 5 m3/s (101* cfm) sys-

tem (near to state-of-the-art system) could be acceptable.

The principal value of predominantly empirical studies of the type

described in this report is that they represent a medium with which results

of actual detritiation experiments can be compared and correlated. Perhaps

even more importantly they can (if properly used) provide a basis for the

conception, design, and operation of meaningful large scale air detritiation

tests.
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4.0 CONCLUSION

The CINDA-3G computer code was adopted to analyze the operating con-

ditions and thermal responses of two fusion reactor first-wall concepts

under normal cyclic plasma burns. The present study and results were based

on the actual burn-cycle dynamics calculated for the ANL-EPR, although the

code has sufficient flexibility to cover a range of reactor parameters. The

two basic first-wall configurations were a bare, water-cooled steel wall and

a 1-cm thick graphite liner that radiated its absorbed energy to a water-

cooled steel vacuum vessel. The peak steel temperature in the first case

was 402°C and the corresponding water temperature was 317°C for an average

wall loading of 1.0 MW/m2, burn time of 65 s, and a dwell time of 30 s. The

same conditions for the composite wall case gave the peak graphite surface

temperature of 1545°C and the maximum AT through the 1-cm liner was 256°C.

The surface temperature of the graphite liner is very sensitive to the

values of the thermal conductivity for graphite. The surface temperature

of the graphite becomes unacceptably hi^h if the lower values of conductivity

are used or if the neutron wall loading is increased to 2 ftU/m2 with an

average value of 10 W/m«°K for the conductivity of graphite.

The safety studies on thermal responses of tokamak reactor first wall to

a plasma dump analyzed the ablative behavior of stainless steel and graphite

first walls. The thicknesses of ablated regions were determined parametrically

for the two wall materials in terms of the plasma dump time and the fraction

of the wall area over which the energy was deposited. If the plasma thermal

energy and stored magnetic energy are deposited over more than 50% of the wall,

the maximum ablated region is < 70 pm for stainless steel and < 30 urn for

graphite. Since it is expected that the plasma energy will be deposited over

a major fraction (> 50%) of the first wall during a disruption, it was con-

cluded that both wall materials should withstand a moderate number of dis-

ruptive events.

The studies on the vacuum wall electrical resistance requirements in

lieu of a ceramic-type flux breaker involved analyses from a nultidisciplinary

standpoint. The most serious problems seem to be in designing an acceptable
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initiation-trimming coil and in designing a vacuum wall that can withstand

the pressure and heat loads following a plasma dump. There appear to be

several design approaches for the vacuum wall that can achieve a fairly high

resistance and may satisfy the latter constraints. Work is continuing to

further resolve the limit of the constraints.

The safety studies on air detritiation encompassed modeling and experi-

mental studies that are empirical but represent a medium with which results

of actual detritiation experiments can be compared and correlated. The bench-

scale soaking studies, together with the modeling effort, permit several con-

clusions to be drawn: (1) when the relative humidity is greater than a few

percent, the total amount of adsorbed tritiated water is greatly reduced due

to surface swamping by H ?0, (2) exposed elevated temperature metal surfaces

(2 200°C) represent a major reaction and soaking pathway, all thermally hot

metal surfaces should be insulated and preferably isolated from the building

atmosphere, (3) exposed low-temperature surfaces (- 0°C) are undesirable and

such surfaces (with sticking probabilities near unity) need not be large in

area to condense large quantities of tritiated water, and (4) for space in

the range lO4 to 10 5 m3 (106 to 107 cu. ft.), a 50 m3/s (105 cfm) processor

is desirable and 0.5 m3/s (193 cfm) is inadequate; with judicious selection

of building materials, surface preparation procedures and atmosphere operating

parameters, a 5 m3/s (104 cfm) system near to the state-of-the-art system

could be acceptable.
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